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1. hematology noun a branch of biology that deals with the blood and blood-

forming organs. 

2. efficient adjective marked by qualities, characteristics, or equipment that 
facilitate the serving of a purpose or the performance of 
a task in the best possible manner. 
 

3. unacknowledged adjective not generally known and openly stated to be real or  
true : not recognized, accepted,  or admitted. 

4. brooding verb dwelling continuously or moodily on a subject. 

5. pioneered verb acted as one that begins or helps develop something 
new and prepares a way for others to follow : led the 
way. 
 

6. sedan noun an automobile having four or two doors and an enclosed 
body with permanent top of one compartment seating 
four to seven persons including the driver. 
 

7. menacing adjective presenting, suggesting, or constituting a threat : 
threatening. 

8. tiara noun a decorative band or semicircular ornament for the 
head often made of flowers, fabric, or metal for wear on 
formal occasions. 
 

9. homeopathic adjective of or relating to the belief in or practice of a system of 
medical practice that treats a disease especially by the 
administration of minute doses of a remedy that would 
in larger amounts produce in healthy persons 
symptoms similar to those of the disease. 
 

10. exhilaration noun the feeling or the state of being refreshed, invigorated, 
or stimulated. 

11. feisty adjective having or showing a lively aggressiveness : spunky. 

12. configuration noun relative arrangement of parts. 

13. ruckus noun a noisy fight; especially : one involving a number of 
people. 
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14. dissolute adjective unrestrained or lawless in conduct. 

15. confiscated verb seized by or as if by public authority. 

16. enamel noun a hard substance that forms a thin layer capping the 
teeth. 

17. retribution noun something given or exacted in compensation;  
especially : punishment. 

18. aggravate verb to make worse, more serious, or more severe : to 
intensify. 

19. acrid adjective unpleasantly or irritatingly sharp or strong to the taste 
or to the smell : stingingly bitter. 

20. ballast noun something that gives stability or weight especially in 
character, conduct, ideas, or morals. 

21. encompass verb to bring within : to include. 

22. ordained verb invested with ministerial or priestly functions. 

23. dais noun a platform raised usually above the floor of a hall or 
large room to give distinction or prominence to those 
occupying it. 
 

24. serum noun a clear fluid containing antibodies that is used in 
treatment of disease. 

25. batten verb to fasten by or as if by means of a reinforcing strip. 

26. ambient adjective surrounding on all sides : encompassing, enveloping. 

27. geopolitics plural noun a study of the influence of such physical factors as 
geography, economics, and demography upon the 
politics and especially the foreign policy of a state. 
 

28. broached verb opened up a subject for discussion or debate. 

29. appendages plural noun persons accompanying or in constant attendance on 
another, usually as subordinates : hangers-on. 

30. tenets plural noun principles, dogmas, beliefs, or doctrines generally held 
to be true;  especially : ones held in common by 
members of an organization, group, movement, or 
profession. 
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31. seminary noun an institution for the training of candidates for the 
priesthood, ministry, or rabbinate. 

32. intubated verb treated by the introduction of a tube into a hollow organ 
(as the trachea or intestine) to keep the the organ open 
or to restore its openness if obstructed. 
 

33. counterfeit noun an imitation or replica markedly close or faithful to an 
original and typically made to deceive for gain. 

34. antidote noun a remedy to counteract the effects of poison. 

35. pomade noun a fragrant usually medicated ointment for the hair or 
scalp. 

36. Manhattan geographical entry an island 13 miles long in southeastern New York. 

37. humbug noun something empty of sense or meaning : drivel, 
nonsense. 

38. embossed verb adorned (as leather or metal) with raised work. 

39. smite verb to inflict punishment (such as destruction, death, or 
severe injury) upon as if by a stroke. 

40. provocation noun the act or process of stirring up or bringing about : 
stimulation, incitement. 

41. crevices plural noun narrow openings of some depth caused especially by a 
split : narrow recess-like slits. 

42. maniacal adjective indicating or suggestive of madness. 

43. defunct adjective having finished the course of life or existence : dead, 
deceased, extinct. 

44. deviation noun noticeable or marked departure from accepted societal 
norms of behavior. 

45. reenactment noun the process of performing again. 

46. offhandedly adverb in a manner showing no premeditation or preparation. 

47. churned verb produced, proceeded with, or experienced violent 
motion or agitation. 

48. mutiny noun refusal to obey authority. 
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49. apex noun the highest or uppermost point : summit, top, peak. 

50. subsidence noun the act or process of sinking to the bottom or settling : a 
falling, lowering, or flattening out. 

 


